We use a discrete transform to study the Triebel-Lizorkin spaces on bidisc Fpq , f^9 and establishes the boundedness of transform S$ : Fp9 -» JJ9 and T¥ : f^9 -> Fp9 . We also define the almost diagonal operator and prove its boundedness. With the use of discrete transform and Journe lemma, we get the atomic decomposition of fpaq iorQ<p<\,p<q<oo.
Introduction
In this paper, we use a discrete transform to study the Triebel-Lizorkin spaces on the bidisc.
In § 1 we define the sequence space fi£q and the distribution space Fpq . Our fundamental formula is / = Ylqifi, 4>q)h/q, where Q runs over all dyadic rectangles and <j>q , y/Q are translates and dilates of ^ ^ associated with Q respectively. Fourier transforms of <f>, tp have compact support, and supp^, xpQ c {(«,, &); 2"'-1 < l&l < 2"'+1, 2"*"1 < |6| < 2«*+1} for lx{Q) = 2-"', 12{Q) = 2-* . Thus (</>Q ,y/P) = 0 unless 2Sli(P)S '
It will be simpler to study harmonic analysis on product spaces using this kind of expansion rather than the expansion in [2] , where <f> has compact support but its Fourier transform is supported on the whole space. We prove S$ : Fp9 -► f%q and Tv : fpaq -> Fpq are bounded. In its proof, we use the strong maximal function Msf{x) = sup^ -^ JQ |/(v)| dy, where Q runs over all dyadic rectangles. Although Afs is not weak Lx bounded, it is IP bounded for p > 1 [4] .
In §2 we define almost diagonal operators and prove the boundedness of such operators on f%q by duality. We also define {3, M) rectangle molecules {mQ}Q and prove the Fpq norm of / = _lQSQmQ is less than the f£q norm of {sQ}Q.
In §3 we define fgg and Fgg . For s = {sQ}Q, \\s\\ts, = sur,[±-j ^{\Q\-$\sQ\xQ)qdxdy) ,
where the sup is taken over all open sets Q, not only dyadic rectangles. This is similar to the characterization of BMO(7?2 x 7?2) [2] . Applying the Journe Lemma, we establish the case p = +00. Finally, we get the atomic decomposition of fp0"1, Fpq for 0 < p < 1, p < a < +00. These atoms must be supported on open sets. We cannot get the atomic decomposition supported on rectangles. In fact, L. Carleson gave the counterexample for HX{R2+ x H2) [1] . Thus combining the discrete transform and Journe Lemma, we give another method by which to obtain the atomic decomposition on product spaces. We put <j)(x, y) = Mx)<t>o{y), V(x, y) = Vo{x)Vo(y) • Then for £i£> ± 0 £ _Z k2^i,2^2)ij/(2v^x, 2«*&) = 1.
i/^zi^ez
For v = ivx, v2) £ 1?, k = (kx, k2) € Z2, we denote by Qvk the dyadic rectangle {(x, y)£R2\kx <2"'x<kx + 1, k2 < 2"2y < k2 + 1}, with sidelength l\(Qvk) = 2-"> , l2(Qvk) = 2~Vl and corner xQuk = 2~Vlki , yQ.k = 2~V2k2 . For Q = Qvk , denote
where area \Q\ = /,(Q) • l2(Q).
Let S'iR2) be the space of tempered distribution space and <p the space of distributions whose Fourier transform is supported on the x-axis and y-axis. Then (/, </>q) is well defined for / 6 5'(7?2)/*p. The discrete transform S4 is defined as Sjfi = {0W)e}<2 > (S4>f)<2 = (/> 0Q)
where Q runs over all dyadic rectangles. Its inverse Tv maps every sequence s -{sq}q in*0 a distribution f=YJSQVQ£Sl/y. where </>^,V2ix, y) = 2-v"-Vl^>i2~^x, 2~Vly). A useful tool to study harmonic analysis on product spaces is the g£ function [4] (g*xfi)2ix,y)= f \f*y,tlt2iu,v)\2 We need the following lemma, which can be proved as in [6] . Lemma 1.3. Let 0 < a < r < oo, k > '-, lxiQ) = 2"«' , and /2«2) = 2~«2.
where Mgif) is the strong maximal function of f. Proof of Theorem 1.2. ||s||y»« < |k*||y»« is obvious. To prove the converse, we take the sum for Q with same sidelength in both sides of Lemma 1.3 (i ry
We will use a vector-valued maximal inequality to control the right side. Suppose (J2k \fk(x, y)\q)q £ LP . Then by Fubini's theorem there exists a set E with zero measure such that for x 0 E, (J2k \fikix, v)|9)« € LP as a function of y. Apply the Fefferman-Stein vector-valued maximal inequality [3] to this function to get (£i^ (2) The following result about the operators S^, T¥ is similar to [6] , so we will not give the details. Using this lemma we can prove Theorem 1.4 very easily as in [6] . Corollary 1.7. Fp9 is independent of the choice of </>.
Almost diagonal operator and smooth rectangle molecules
Similarly to [7] , we define ojQPie) for two rectangles P,Q. It decays rapidly as the distance between these two rectangles or the ratio of their sidelengths becoming large. Suppose Q = Qx x Q2, P = Px x P2,
where J = l/min(l, p, q). An operator A on fi%q is called almost diagonal if its associate matrix {oqp}qip satisfies \°QP\ " sup w\ < oo, Q,pOJQp (e) for some e > 0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2.1. An almost diagonal operator on f£q (0 < p < oo, 0 < a < oo) is bounded.
Proof. We only need to consider the case a = 0, because the general case can be reduced to it as in [7] . Suppose a > 1, p > 1, s = {sq} ; and denote A = Ax + A2 + A} + A4, iAs)Q = iAxs)Q + iA2s)Q + (A3s)Q + iA4s)Q ( )
Notice the dual of ff> is jp' by (L"(/«))* = //(/«'), where x-+ jr = 1, I + jr = 1. Lpt t = {tQ}Q £ jp°,q', ||/||yo,' < 1; and notice J = 1 when p > 1,
At first we take the sum over P with P2 fixed and lx(P) = 2~Pl , so \(A4s,t)\<cYY E y-i'+p'-p^1? and A is almost diagonal on ft/flr for some other e. We can deduce the boundness of A from the boundness of A . Now we generalize the inequality || _^qSq\i/q\\f«<i < C\\s\\p,q to a more general family of functions {mQ}Q . We prove it holds when {wqJq are smooth rectangle molecules. Let J = 1/ min(p, q, 1), N = max ([/ -1 -a], -1) , a* = a- [a] .
For a* < S < 1, M > J, we say {mr)}Q is a family of (S, M) smooth rectangle molecules for Fpq if for every rectangle Q = Qx x Q2, there exist aQ\ ' ^Q2 sucn tnat {aQ}<2> {°q}q are tw0 families of smooth molecules for Fpaq(Rx) (see [7] ) and mQ(x, y) = aQl(x) • bQl(y). Lemma 2.2 [7] . Ij {oq}q is a family of smooth molecules for Fpq(Rx), then there exist e = e(a, p, q, S) and a constant C independent on the form ofi molecules, such that This is similar to the characterization of BMO(7?2 x 7?2) in [2] . At first we establish the boundness of S$, T¥ . Rx with the same center. We can get 2yi(7?)7?i c 37?J by a simple computation, so 2yx(R)Rx x7?2c37?j x R2 c fl2. Doing similar work for R2 , let y2(7?) = |7?^|/|7?2|; then 7?, x 2y2(7?)7?2 c 7?! x 37^ cfl2.
For Q = Qx x Q2 <£ fl4 with /,(£>) < /,(7?), z = 1, 2, we have either (2i n 37? j = 0 or Qx c 37?[ by 37? j being the union of three dyadic intervals. In the first case, we already have Q n 37? J x 7?2 = 0; in the second case, we have either Q2 x 37?2 = 0 or Q2 c 3RX2. This is equivalent to either Q n 37?J x 37?^ = 0 or Q c 3R\ x 3R\, but the latter case contradicts Q <£ fl4 by 37?J x 37?^ cfl4. So we always have Q n 37?J x 37?^ = 0. That is, either Qx n 2y1(7?)7?i = 0 or Q2 n 2y2(7?)7?2 = 0 . The proof is similar to the case p ^ oo . We say sequence r = {rn}n is a pi-atom for j]/9 (0 < p < 1, p < a < +00, p < pi < +00, a £ Rx) if there exists a bounded open set fl such that rQ ^ 0 only if Q c fl and ||r|U" < \£1\1/p>-1/p . We have the following k By the definition of G°">, this is less than c"||Ga«(5)||^,. So the right side in the theorem is less than c"||j|| /««. For the converse, we use the following inequality jp whose proof is exactly similar to [7] , ll* + /|r>.<'IWr>. + ll'lr>.. as in the proof of Theorem 3.4. Thus j+£>9 c (jxq)*. For the other inclusion, the proof is the same as [7] . Using the techniques for sequence spaces in [7] , we can also get the atomic decomposition of Fp9 and the duality properties, but we will not write the details.
